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Rulers passing on
their power
• dynastic marriage to
strengthen a family’s
position & pass on land
• marriages to other
powerful people –
princes, caliphs, dukes,
pharaohs
• family, dynasty, house
• struggles for the throne,
rival families/houses
• inheritance
• keeping faith with the
vision of ancestors

Rulers displaying
their power
• signs, symbols, messages
• monuments, badges, art,
flags, liveries
• telling stories, spreading
propaganda, celebrating
their….
• ….families

Two neglected areas of research from the 1970s:
Prototypes and schema theory (plural: schemata)
• Eleanor Rosch, 1977, discovered the central
importance of prototypes in reading
• Consider the many examples you hold for:
– bird?
– symbol?
– institution?

The specific sits
underneath the
general

SATS
2016

Children did not have the prototypes to
make the following comprehensible:
a relative of the pigeon
predators; prey
unusual species
anatomy
teams of scientists
ocean floor
underwater volcano
isolated island
environment
Indian Ocean
offered themselves up; offering; sacrifice
paradise
folklore, myth, truth
decades

Schema theory and curriculum

Relevant schema of a child who
achieves a high outcome

Schema theory (Anderson) built on the earlier work on
prototypes (Rosch) in the mid 1970s.

What is in my schema for the word
‘sacrifice’?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

religion
ritual
altar
blood
animal sacrifice
offering
burnt offering
offering up
pagan
Christian
Jesus Christ

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

selflessness
giving up something valuable
offering freely
offering willingly
giving to get something in return
sacred
sacrificial
sacrificial lamb
being offered by someone else
being offered in ignorance
being offered to a great power

The magic of schemata:

chunking
cheats the limitations of
short-term memory

Background knowledge
allowed you to ‘chunk’ these:
…a flightless relative of the pigeon

…spat out of the ocean floor by an underwater
volcano 8 million years ago
…offered themselves up for sacrifice
…less than 100 years after man’s arrival

tribalism

Local government

factions

Portrait of
Henry VIII

Controlling
the nobles

Henry VIII
Whitehall
Civil Service
Westminster
administratio
n

government

Collecting taxes

Prime Minister

governor of a province
of ancient Rome

Ruling party
vested
interests

Councillors
advising the king

Houses of
Parliament

Building forts
and roads

Controlling
barbarians

So the speed with which we
recognise a word and fix on the
right meaning reflects

the range of knowledge that
sits underneath the word.

It’s all about speed.
*************************************

Word associations need to be
available immediately if pupils are
to avoid working memory overload
See Hirsch, E. D. (1988) Cultural Literacy, Chapter 2.

Schema theory and curriculum
A schema is:
•
•
•

a mental structure of ideas/words
a framework representing some aspect of the world
a system influencing how we perceive and what we notice in
any new information

The accessibility of a schema (how quickly it comes to mind)
influences the attention we can give to new information. Readers
and listeners are more likely to notice things that fit into an existing
schema.
Rapid noticing enables ‘chunking’ of familiar ideas or words. This
frees up working memory to embrace new content, take in the
overall flow of a text or think about what is being apprehended.

Schema theory and curriculum
Schemata therefore affect uptake & absorption
of new content.
“The limits of short-term memory do not allow the integration
of ‘unchunked’ material, and so crucial parts of meaning are lost
to memory while other parts are being painstakingly worked
out…. In this process, speed of comprehension is equivalent to
quality of comprehension, because without the speed and the
shorthand provided by well-organised schemata our circuits get
overloaded”.
E.D. Hirsch Jr (1988), Cultural Literacy, p.57

Once children can decode, they need broad knowledge if
IMPROVING
READING
THROUGH
they are to improve reading comprehension.

KNOWLEDGE AT KS2

Daniel Willingham: to read a general text, we need
knowledge that is “two miles wide and two inches
thick”

Vocabulary size is the outward and visible
sign of an inward acquisition of knowledge.

Why does all this matter so
much for disadvantaged
pupils?

It matters for disadvantaged pupils because
vocabulary size is a reliable correlate to social class
The thirty million word gap by age 3
Hart and Risley (2003)
Middle-class children had typically heard over 45 million words
by age 3
Children from the poorest groups had heard an average of 13
million words by age 3

The effects of the removal of content
sequencing on the disadvantage gap in
France.
The requirement to teach content (hist, geog, science, music, art)
was removed from the primary curriculum in 1989.
The gap between disadvantaged and advantaged school-leavers’
literacy performance widened dramatically between 1989 and
2007.

Common knowledge
amounts to a fresh way of
thinking about inclusion

Schema theory and curriculum

Relevant schema of a child who
achieves a high outcome

Relevant schema of a child who
achieves a low outcome

Schema theory (Anderson) built on the earlier work on
prototypes (Rosch) in the mid 1970s.

Implications of schemata for
curriculum intent and impact
Shaping pupil readiness
The workings of schemata mean that pupil readiness for
something new can be deliberately created.
By attending to the cumulative effect of specific
knowledge teachers can shape readiness because that
prior knowledge shapes what pupils then see/notice.
Schools can manipulate curriculum content and structure
– its choices, blends, sequencing and patterns of recall
and revisiting – to ensure readiness for new or more
demanding content and for more complex operations.

Sequencing a
curriculum is
vital

Because of prototypes and schemata,
prior knowledge affects:

1) what pupils can comprehend (in reading, listening or
observing)
2) what effect a text, painting or music has on the pupil
as reader, viewer or listener
3) pupils’ capacity to discern or comment on the effect
4) pupils’ capacity to call up an apposite word or
phrase (when writing or speaking)

Because of prototypes and schemata,
prior knowledge affects:

1) what pupils can comprehend (in reading, listening or
observing)
2) what effect a text, painting or music has on the pupil
as reader, viewer or listener
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phrase (when writing or speaking)

Schemata from prior knowledge affect:

what pupils can read and comprehend
What prior knowledge would be necessary in order to
ensure instant activation of schemata related to the words in
this Year 9 science textbook?

Electrons are so lacking in mass, scientists often say that they
have no mass but that is not exactly true. It is more accurate
to give their relative mass as a fraction of the mass of a proton
or a neutron. Remember that scientists give the relative mass
of a proton as 1. Using this relative mass, the mass of an
electron would be given as 1/1836. However, the mass of an
electron is so small it is extremely difficult to measure
accurately.

Broad
knowledge
works
powerfully in
indirect ways

Because of prototypes and schemata,
prior knowledge affects:

1) whawhat pupils can comprehend (in reading,
listening or observing)
2) t effect a text, painting or music has on the pupil as
reader, viewer or listener
3) pupils’ capacity to discern or comment on the effect
4) pupils’ capacity to call up an apposite word or
phrase (when writing or speaking)

Second paragraph of Alice’s essay

How important was the Nazi propaganda campaign in helping Hitler to become Chancellor in January
1933?

However, it could be argued that the Depression was the most
important factor in helping Hitler to become Chancellor as the
Nazis relied on it to be noticed at all. In times when the public as a
whole were more happy with their situation and the situation of
Germany, votes for extreme parties (the Nazis were one of those)
decreased rapidly. So the Nazis could be argued to be relying on
the Depression and the apparent lack of leadership caused by it to
be noticed by the public and to retain their attention from that
point. This allowed them to gain more seats in the Reichstag and
ended in Hindenburg having no choice but to appoint Hitler as
Chancellor.

Kate Hammond in Teaching History,
157, Assessment Edition
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Because of prototypes and schemata,
prior knowledge affects:

1) what pupils can comprehend (in reading or listening)
2) what effect a text, painting or music has on the pupil
as reader, viewer or listener
3) pupils’ capacity to discern or comment on the effect
4) pupils’ capacity to call up an apposite word or
phrase (when writing or speaking)

Walking Away (1956) Cecil Day-Lewis
•
•
•

the Father (the one who loves),
the Son (the one who is loved)
the Holy Spirit (the love itself).

Day-Lewis states that it is in the Trinity that

we see love being shown ‘perfectly’.

The author, an earthly father who must let
go of his son is an imperfect shadow of this
divine perfection: it expresses it ‘roughly’.

That hesitant figure, eddying away
Like a winged seed loosened from its parent
stem,
Has something I never quite grasp to convey
About nature’s give-and-take – the small, the
scorching
Ordeals which fire one’s irresolute clay.
I have had worse partings, but none that so
Gnaws at my mind still. Perhaps it is roughly
Saying what God alone could perfectly show –
How selfhood begins with a walking away,
And love is proved in the letting go.

The effect of broad
knowledge achieved
through sequencing
explains Ofsted’s
lines of questioning:

The issue of readiness explains Ofsted’s
focus on sequencing:
The four areas Ofsted will focus on each subject.
How good is each subject curriculum in its:
• scope?
• rigour?
• coherence?
• sequencing?

From Ofsted HMI and SHMI training:
Our biggest question is WHY have some children gone
through schooling and yet not acquired the necessary
schemata that others, equally capable, do acquire?
Perhaps the component content:
 was insufficiently broadly based
 was not identified and taught
 did not receive necessary emphasis
 was not delivered in a coherent sequence
 was not taught using effective approaches
 was not practised till deeply embedded and readily recalled
 was not assessed regularly in subsequent weeks, terms, years…..

The curriculum is
the progression model.
What does this really mean?

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Year 7
exam

Year 7
content

Year 8
exam

Year 7
content

Year 8
content

Year 9
exam

Year 7
content

Year 8
content

Year 9
content

Looking for evidence of quality
Lines of questioning from inspectors on sequencing
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

What is this topic/lesson/activity part of?
How do you expect this Year 4 content to create readiness for Year 5/6?
How will this history content in Y7 foster pupils’ capacity to assimilate X content /
notice similarities and contrasts / tackle X task later in Year 7/ in Year 10?
How will your Year 7 or 8 geography/science content, in future, ensure that these
weaknesses in these Year 10 pupils’ ability to assimilate new content will be
removed?
What subject-specific themes do you deliberately revisit over time, and how do you
expect this to show itself in ….pupils’ extended writing or talk?
What subject-specific vocabulary do you expect to be secure by the end of this
unit/topic/enquiry?
How do you check that the Year 7 content is still secure in (say) Year 9? How do you
use the (very different) Year 7 or 8 content in (say) Year 11?
What is this content ‘doing’ here?
How is the curriculum becoming bigger than the sum of its parts?

What KS3 content in history, RE, music, art and
English would make high quality writing of a
‘description’ possible in English Language GCSE?

Is describing the picture a skill
in which I can improve?

To a small extent, yes. But only to a small extent.

What knowledge, from a general education in
art, literature, history and RE
enables us to make a description
‘convincing and compelling’
(top end English Language AQA GCSE markscheme)?

Because of prototypes and schemata,
prior knowledge affects:

1) what pupils can comprehend (in reading or listening)
2) what effect a text, painting or music has on the pupil
as reader, viewer or listener
3) pupils’ capacity to discern or comment on the effect
4) pupils’ capacity to call up an apposite word or
phrase (when writing or speaking)

Schemata foster rapid noticing.
This is how knowledge serves
skills.
What knowledge
components, securely
learned in Ys 7&8, would
furnish *all* pupils with the
language & curiosity to
notice details, understand
the whole and
discuss/write about them in
Y9 or Y11?
RE

Islam – beliefs, traditions, customs?
HISTORY

Islamic civilisations 600 – 1300?
ART

Specific reference points in Asian art?
Colour theory?
Compositional techniques?

The issue of readiness explains Ofsted’s
central focus on four aspects of curriculum
planning:
How good is each subject curriculum in its
• scope?
• rigour?
• coherence?
• sequencing?

Can you analyse this English curriculum in
terms of its:
•
•
•
•

scope?
rigour?
coherence?
sequencing?

Analyse the sequencing: what is each item doing in making reading of a later text achievable?

Y7

Welwyn Wilton Katz:
Beowulf

Chaucer,
The Canterbury Tales
Cynthia Harnett,
The Woolpack

Independent
reading for
pleasure

Kevin Crossley Holland:
Bracelet of Bones
Henrietta Branford
Fire, Bed and Bone

Y8
Independent
reading for
pleasure

Renaissance poetry inc. Shakespeare,
Spenser, The Faerie
Julius Caesar
Queene
Rosemary Sutcliff, Song
for a Dark Queen

Penelope Lively, The ghost of Thomas Kempe

Y9

WW1 poetry, inc.
Gurney, Owen, Sassoon
War poetry set to music
(American civil war eg):
Walt Whitman, The
Wound Dresser (John
Adams, music)

Satire in WW1:
The Wipers Times
Early 20C American
environment writing
(non-fiction), inc: Mary
Austin,
The Land of Little Rain

Performance poetry, inc.
Nigerian poet, Patience
Agbabi (inc. her poetry
influenced by Chaucer) and
poet pianist
Echezonachukwu Nduka

Shakespeare,
A Midsummer Night’s
Dream

Catherine Bruton,
No Ballet Shoes in Syria

Judith Kerr,
When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit

Poetry, place & perspective:
Clare Holtham, The Road
from Herat
Rukiya Khatun, My Mother
Country
Dryden, Annus Mirabilis

Romantic poetry (inc Byron, Wordsworth,
Coleridge, Shelley, Keats, Rosetti, Barrett
Browning)
Early feminist writing: Mary Wollstonecraft
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre

Chinua Achebe, Things Fall Apart

Kazuo Ishiguro,
The Remains of the Day

20C British Isles poetry,

Shakespeare,
1 sonnet

Shakespeare,
1 sonnet

E. Nesbit,
The Railway
Children

Mary Renault
Fire From Heaven

Mandy Hartley,
The DNA Detectives

Fleur Hitchcock:
The Boy who Flew

Charles Dickens, A
Tale of Two Cities
Direct and
indirect moral
persuasion
Greta Thunberg
Fables

Harper Lee, To Kill a Mocking Bird

Shakespeare, The Tempest
(also in Y9 drama; and is whole-school drama production
end Spring 2)

Michael Frayn,
Copenhagen.
Modern
environment
writing (nonfiction) by
Robert
Macfarlane

George Orwell, Animal Farm

Kazuo Ishiguro, Artist of the Floating World

inc. Ted Hughes, RS Thomas,
Eluned Phillips, Carol Ann
Duffy, Ben Okri, Seamus
Heaney.

Ahdaf Soueif,
The Map of Love
Conveying time &
perspective in poetry:
Gwendolyn Brooks, Ivor
Gurney, Rukiya Khatun

Independent
reading for
pleasure

George Orwell, 1984
The chapters on Elizabeth Blackwell and Josephine Butler in
Margaret Forster, Significant Sisters

L.P. Hartley, The Go-Between

Summer holiday read for all prior to Year 10:
Aldous Huxley, Brave New World

Y10, Y11, Y12 Minimum of 9 novels from: Ben Okri, Emily Bronte, Elizabeth Gaskell, Khaled Hosseini, more Orwell, Graham Greene, John Banville, Rose Tremain, Leo Tolstoy, Ian McEwen, more Ishiguro,
independent E.M.Forster, Zadie Smith, Arundhati Roy, more Dickens, Nadeem Aslan, Amitav Ghosh, Jane Austen, Toni Morrison, more Mary Renault, Emile Zola, George Eliot, Margaret Atwood, Aleksandr
pleasure
Solzhenitsyn, more Achebe, Thomas Hardy
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The DNA Detectives

Fleur Hitchcock:
The Boy who Flew

Charles Dickens, A
Tale of Two Cities
Direct and
indirect moral
persuasion
Greta Thunberg
Fables

Harper Lee, To Kill a Mocking Bird

Michael Frayn,
Copenhagen.
Modern
environment
writing (nonfiction) by
Shakespeare, The Tempest
(also in Y9 drama; and is whole-school drama production end Spring Robert
2)
Macfarlane

Ahdaf Soueif,
The Map of Love
Conveying time &
perspective in poetry:
Gwendolyn Brooks, Ivor
Gurney, Rukiya Khatun

Independent
reading for
pleasure

George Orwell, 1984
The chapters on Elizabeth Blackwell and Josephine Butler in
Margaret Forster, Significant Sisters

George Orwell, Animal Farm

L.P. Hartley, The Go-Between

Kazuo Ishiguro, Artist of the Floating World
Summer holiday read for all prior to Year 10:
Aldous Huxley, Brave New World

Y10, Y11, Y12 Minimum of 9 novels from: Ben Okri, Emily Bronte, Elizabeth Gaskell, Khaled Hosseini, more Orwell, Graham Greene, John Banville, Rose Tremain, Leo Tolstoy, Ian McEwen, more Ishiguro,
independent E.M.Forster, Zadie Smith, Arundhati Roy, more Dickens, Nadeem Aslan, Amitav Ghosh, Jane Austen, Toni Morrison, more Mary Renault, Emile Zola, George Eliot, Margaret Atwood, Aleksandr
pleasure
Solzhenitsyn, more Achebe, Thomas Hardy

Analyse the sequencing: what is each item doing in making reading of a later text achievable?

Y7

Welwyn Wilton Katz:
Beowulf

Chaucer,
The Canterbury Tales
Cynthia Harnett,
The Woolpack

Independent
reading for
pleasure

Kevin Crossley Holland:
Bracelet of Bones
Henrietta Branford
Fire, Bed and Bone

Y8
Independent
reading for
pleasure

Renaissance poetry inc. Shakespeare,
Spenser, The Faerie
Julius Caesar
Queene
Rosemary Sutcliff, Song
for a Dark Queen

Penelope Lively, The ghost of Thomas Kempe

Y9

WW1 poetry, inc.
Gurney, Owen, Sassoon
War poetry set to music
(American civil war eg):
Walt Whitman, The
Wound Dresser (John
Adams, music)

Satire in WW1:
The Wipers Times

Early 20C American
environment writing
(non-fiction), inc: Mary
Austin,
The Land of Little Rain

Performance poetry, inc.
Nigerian poet, Patience
Agbabi (inc. her poetry
influenced by Chaucer) and
poet pianist
Echezonachukwu Nduka

Shakespeare,
A Midsummer Night’s
Dream

Catherine Bruton,
No Ballet Shoes in Syria

Judith Kerr,
When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit

Poetry, place & perspective:
Clare Holtham, The Road
from Herat
Rukiya Khatun, My Mother
Country
Dryden, Annus Mirabilis

Romantic poetry (inc Byron, Wordsworth,
Coleridge, Shelley, Keats, Rosetti, Barrett
Browning)
Early feminist writing: Mary Wollstonecraft
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre

Chinua Achebe, Things Fall Apart

Kazuo Ishiguro,
The Remains of the Day

20C British Isles poetry, inc. Ted
Hughes, RS Thomas, Eluned
Phillips, Carol Ann Duffy, Ben
Okri, Seamus Heaney.

Shakespeare,
1 sonnet

Shakespeare,
1 sonnet

E. Nesbit,
The Railway
Children

Mary Renault
Fire From Heaven

Mandy Hartley,
The DNA Detectives

Fleur Hitchcock:
The Boy who Flew

Charles Dickens, A
Tale of Two Cities
Direct and
indirect moral
persuasion
Greta Thunberg
Fables

Harper Lee, To Kill a Mocking Bird

Michael Frayn,
Copenhagen.
Modern
environment
writing (nonfiction) by
Shakespeare, The Tempest
(also in Y9 drama; and is whole-school drama production end Spring Robert
2)
Macfarlane

Ahdaf Soueif,
The Map of Love
Conveying time &
perspective in poetry:
Gwendolyn Brooks, Ivor
Gurney, Rukiya Khatun

Independent
reading for
pleasure

George Orwell, 1984
The chapters on Elizabeth Blackwell and Josephine Butler in
Margaret Forster, Significant Sisters

George Orwell, Animal Farm

L.P. Hartley, The Go-Between

Kazuo Ishiguro, Artist of the Floating World
Summer holiday read for all prior to Year 10:
Aldous Huxley, Brave New World

Y10, Y11, Y12 Minimum of 9 novels from: Ben Okri, Emily Bronte, Elizabeth Gaskell, Khaled Hosseini, more Orwell, Graham Greene, John Banville, Rose Tremain, Leo Tolstoy, Ian McEwen, more Ishiguro,
independent E.M.Forster, Zadie Smith, Arundhati Roy, more Dickens, Nadeem Aslan, Amitav Ghosh, Jane Austen, Toni Morrison, more Mary Renault, Emile Zola, George Eliot, Margaret Atwood, Aleksandr
pleasure
Solzhenitsyn, more Achebe, Thomas Hardy

Implications of schemata for
curriculum intent and impact
Shaping pupil readiness
The workings of schemata mean that pupil readiness for
something new can be deliberately created.
By attending to the cumulative effect of specific
knowledge teachers can shape readiness because that
prior knowledge shapes what pupils then see/notice.
Schools can manipulate curriculum content and structure
– its choices, blends, sequencing and patterns of recall
and revisiting – to ensure readiness for new or more
demanding content and for more complex operations.

Senior Curriculum Leadership
How can senior leaders take assurance from middle
leaders about matters of quality in curriculum?
•

Why does this matter?

•

Curriculum is important in its own right.

•

Teaching, learning and assessment need to be
viewed through a subject lens. Senior leaders
cannot understand the quality of they see unless
middle leaders help them!

SCL - teaching and learning
How do senior leaders establish whether pupils are being
properly and effectively taught?
Armed with a ‘curricular lens’ to scrutinise, appraise and
support teaching and learning:

● Knowing what to look for in lessons
● Knowing what to look for in student work

What matters is fitness for subject purpose.

Senior Curriculum Leadership
Finding
out?

Checking up?

What generic questions can help SLT to be
more subject-specific?

Curriculum intent

Curriculum implementation

Curriculum impact

1. What big ideas / wider trends/
general principles is x part of?

1. What blend of teaching approaches do you expect
to see if pupils are to gain mastery of x?

2. What prior reference points
(previous week, month, term,
year?) will be enabling pupils to
tackle this new
topic/issue/concept without
overloading their working
memory?

2. How do you expect teachers to keep pupils
focused on the big idea/central
question/disciplinary problem across this lesson
sequence?

1. How confident are you that pupils have
remembered what they have been taught
about x? What is the typical evidence of
this (a) in lessons? (b) in certain
subsequent pieces of work?

3. How does x build on, expand
or newly problematise pupils’
prior knowledge?

2. How does mastery of x surface in later
work?

3. Why has this resource been designed in this way?
3. What does high-quality creative
composition (English, art, music) or
problem-solving (science, history,
geography, maths) look like? What earlier
aspects of your curriculum made this
possible?

Curriculum intent

Curriculum implementation

Curriculum impact

1. What big ideas / wider
trends/ general principles is x
part of?

1. What blend of teaching approaches do you expect to
see if pupils are to gain mastery of x?

1. How confident are you that pupils
remember what they have been taught about
x? What is typical evidence of this (a) in
lessons? (b) in subsequent pieces of work?

2. What is a sign that a pupil has
been properly educated in
this subject by the time they
drop it in Y9 or Y11? What
will they recognise easily
and/or enjoy and/or be able to
do?
3. What prior reference points
(previous week, month, term,
year?) will be enabling pupils
to tackle this new
topic/issue/concept without
overloading working
memory?
4. What broad, recurring
vocabulary/themes/principles
will this detail in Year 7/8/9
render secure in Year 11?
5. When will pupils revisit x in
future?
6. What are the most important
concepts pupils learn when
studying x?

2. What does a clear account, explanation or story look
like in your subject?
3. How well do teachers keep pupils focused on big idea/
central Q/ disciplinary problem across a particular lesson
sequence?
4. Why has this resource been designed in this way? Show
me the formative assessment approaches that allow
teachers to check x is secure in pupils’ memories.
5. What subject-specific development does your
department need (be precise; think long-term, substantial,
sustainable improvement, think subject).
6. Show me the package of formative assessment
approaches that allow you to check x is secure in pupils’
memories.
7. What do pupils spend time practising when learning
about x?
8. What do pupils write about x in their books?
9. What kinds of examples of x do pupils learn about or
practise?
10. Which pupils may struggle with x and how are you
tackling this?

2. How does mastery of x surface in later,
different work?
3. From looking at things pupils find very
hard in Years 10 and 11, what can you deduce
about what pupils need more of in Years 7
and 8? (think hidden, background
components, that will result in far better
underlying prep for GCSE before Year 10;
NOT exam practice, GCSE questions etc).
4. What does high-quality creative
composition (English, art, music) or problemsolving (science, history, geography, maths)
look like? What earlier aspects of your
curriculum made this possible?
5. Analyse the weaknesses in x work in Y10.
Which underlying curriculum components
need to be more prevalent/ better sequenced/
more thoroughly taught back in Ys 7, 8, 9?
6. How does the quality of the work we
produce on x compare with that of subject
departments in other schools as evidenced in
subject professional publications?

History curriculum intent
1.

Why have you chosen to teach Y7 pupils
about the 12th century Renaissance through
John of Salisbury’s story?

2.

What are the main ‘takeaways’ you want Y7
pupils to have at the end of their 6-lesson
sequence on the 12th century Renaissance?

3.

Which disciplinary principle are you getting
at in your ‘enquiry question’, “Where did
the 12th century Renaissance take place?”
(What is the open-ended aspect of that Qu?
What type of historical problem will they be
trying to solve)?

4.

5.
6.
7.

How will secure knowledge of the 12th
century Renaissance alter Y7’s readiness to
tackle (a) the Y7 Easter Term topic on heresy
and humanism; (b) the Y7 Summer Term
topic on the Reformation?

History curriculum
implementation

History curriculum
impact

1. Which staff are
sufficiently secure in their
knowledge of medieval
religious reform and which
need more knowledge and
confidence? How are you
building that knowledge
and confidence?

1. Show me evidence that
‘takeaways’ you intended Y7
pupils to have at the end of
their 6-lesson sequence on the
12th century Renaissance are
surfacing in later written
work.

2. What formative
assessment do you expect
your staff to use during this
unit?
3. What will be the signs, in
the teaching of this unit,
that teachers are using
adequate ‘hinterland’
knowledge to support the
core takeaways?

2. What is the evidence in (a)
Mrs Blogg’s spring term
lessons on heresy and
humanism; (b) Mr Scroggs
summer term lessons on the
Reformation that pupils’ prior
learning of the 12th century
Renaissance was effective in
its aims?

Senior Curriculum Leadership
Senior leaders should be presiding over processes
that:
● assure and improve quality of education
● develop middle curriculum leadership capacity
...and at the same time through this process be
developing their own senior leadership capacity,
too, by deepening their own curricular
understanding in subjects that are right outside
their comfort zones

Subject department: Geography
What will you see in geog lessons?
Geographical sources - students will work with develop their geographical
knowledge through working with a variety of geographical sources (e.g. images,
texts, statistical data, graphical data, maps). GIS will be used for visualisation and
spatial analysis of geographical information.
Reading - geography teachers will read extended tests aloud (e.g. news articles,
textbook) with students. Teachers will have pre-taught relevant Tier 2/3
vocabulary. Choral response is used for new T2/3 vocabulary.
See Appendix 1 for details about geographical fieldwork.

What forms of formative assessment are
used in geography?
Written and oral quick quizzes will be routinely used check recall of key
landforms, processes, dates, concepts that students need to have at their
fingertips.
Zoomed in ‘topic’ maps and timelines from memory at strategic points to check
recall of topic knowledge relevant to current topic.
Students will write short paragraphs summarising an answer to question about a
substantive concept that has figured prominently during the term. This will often
be applied to new case study material. This will be used to test indirect
manifestation of knowledge: e.g. “How is globalisation shaping x?”/”Why do
cold environments have such low biodiversity?”
Extended piece of writing (or another geographical meaningful outcome task) to
assess knowledge developed at the end of the lesson sequence. Assesses ability to
deploy different knowledge (topic/conceptual) to answer a geographical question

What will you see in student geog
books?
Written answers to questions - short answers ranging from a
few sentences to a paragraph.. T2/3 vocabulary will be
deployed within this writing.
Exercises in which students hypothesise and then check
hypotheses using geographical data and other sources.
Extended writing - students will complete extended writing at
least twice half term. Extended writing in book will range in
length (from three paragraphs to full essay). Redrafting will be
used.

Middle Curriculum Leadership
What kind of issue needs regular discussion in a department
meeting if both curriculum and subject teachers are to develop?

History department
Example re: scope and rigour - arguing about the wording of an
enquiry question after sharing insights from reading recent scholarship.
What wording best enshrines a change/continuity problem? Which
principles from articles by other history teachers can help us with the
complexity of this aspect of Russian history?

English department
Example re: coherence and sequencing - tackling a sequencing
challenge. See handout, for KS3 SoW and reverse for issues an English
department should be discussing and SLT should be interested in.

Analyse the sequencing: what is each item doing in making something later accessible?

Y7

Beowulf

Chaucer,
The Canterbury Tales

Performance poetry, incl.
Nigerian poet, Patience
Agbabi (incl. her poems
influenced by Chaucer)

Shakespeare,
E. Nesbit,
A Midsummer Night’s The Railway
Dream
Children

Shakespeare, 3
sonnets

Catherine Bruton,
No Ballet Shoes in Syria

Mandy Hartley,
The DNA Detectives

C.S. Lewis,
Any Narnia novel

Penelope Lively,
The Ghost of Thomas
Kempe

Judith Kerr,
When Hitler Stole Pink
Rabbit

Shakespeare,
Julius Caesar

Poetry:
Clare Holtham,
The Road from Herat

Romantic poetry (inc Byron, Wordsworth,
Coleridge, Shelley, Keats)

Charles Dickens, A
Tale of Two Cities

Cynthia Harnett,
The Woolpack

Independent
reading for
pleasure

Y8

Fleur Hitchcock:
The Boy who Flew

Renaissance poetry
incl. Spenser,
The Faerie Queene

Early feminist writing: Mary Wollstonecraft
Dryden, Annus Mirabilis
Independent
reading for
pleasure

Y9

Independent
reading for
pleasure

Rosemary Sutcliff, Song for a Dark Queen

Chinua Achebe, Things Fall Apart

WW1 poetry, incl,
Gurney, Owen,
Sassoon

Satire in WW1:
The Wipers Times

Kazuo Ishiguro,
The Remains of the Day

War poetry set to
music (American civil
war eg):
Walt Whitman, The
Wound Dresser, (John
Adams, music)

Early 20C American
environment writers
(non-fiction), incl: Mary
Austin,
The Land of Little Rain

George Orwell, 1984
The chapters on Elizabeth Blackwell and Josephine Butler in
Margaret Forster, Significant Sisters

Harper Lee, To Kill a Mocking Bird

20thC poetry of the
British Isles, incl: Ted
Hughes, RS Thomas,
Eluned Phillips,
Seamus Heaney, Ben
Okri, Carol Ann Duffy

Shakespeare,
The Tempest

Michael Frayn,
Copenhagen

Ahdaf Soueif,
The Map of Love

Modern
environment
writing (nonfiction) by Robert
Macfarlane

Charlotte Bronte,
Jane Eyre

(also in Y9 drama; = senior school drama production end Spring 2)

George Orwell, Animal Farm

Kazuo Ishiguro, Artist of the Floating World

L.P. Hartley, The Go-Between
Summer holiday read for all prior to Year 10:
Aldous Huxley, Brave New World

Analyse the sequencing: what is each item doing in making something later accessible?

Y7

Beowulf

Chaucer,
The Canterbury Tales

Performance poetry, incl.
Nigerian poet, Patience
Agbabi (incl. her poems
influenced by Chaucer)

Shakespeare,
E. Nesbit,
A Midsummer Night’s The Railway
Dream
Children

Shakespeare, 3
sonnets

Catherine Bruton,
No Ballet Shoes in Syria

Mandy Hartley,
The DNA Detectives

C.S. Lewis,
Any Narnia novel

Penelope Lively,
The Ghost of Thomas
Kempe

Judith Kerr,
When Hitler Stole Pink
Rabbit

Shakespeare,
Julius Caesar

Poetry:
Clare Holtham,
The Road from Herat

Romantic poetry (inc Byron, Wordsworth,
Coleridge, Shelley, Keats)

Charles Dickens, A
Tale of Two Cities

Cynthia Harnett,
The Woolpack

Independent
reading for
pleasure

Y8

Fleur Hitchcock:
The Boy who Flew

Renaissance poetry
incl. Spenser,
The Faerie Queene

Early feminist writing: Mary Wollstonecraft
Dryden, Annus Mirabilis
Independent
reading for
pleasure

Y9

Independent
reading for
pleasure

Rosemary Sutcliff, Song for a Dark Queen

Chinua Achebe, Things Fall Apart

WW1 poetry, incl,
Gurney, Owen,
Sassoon

Satire in WW1:
The Wipers Times

Kazuo Ishiguro,
The Remains of the Day

War poetry set to
music (American civil
war eg):
Walt Whitman, The
Wound Dresser, (John
Adams, music)

Early 20C American
environment writers
(non-fiction), incl: Mary
Austin,
The Land of Little Rain

George Orwell, 1984
The chapters on Elizabeth Blackwell and Josephine Butler in
Margaret Forster, Significant Sisters

Harper Lee, To Kill a Mocking Bird

20thC poetry of the
British Isles, incl: Ted
Hughes, RS Thomas,
Eluned Phillips,
Seamus Heaney, Ben
Okri, Carol Ann Duffy

Shakespeare,
The Tempest

Michael Frayn,
Copenhagen

Ahdaf Soueif,
The Map of Love

Modern
environment
writing (nonfiction) by Robert
Macfarlane

Charlotte Bronte,
Jane Eyre

(also in Y9 drama; = senior school drama production end Spring 2)

George Orwell, Animal Farm
L.P. Hartley, The Go-Between

Kazuo Ishiguro, Artist of the Floating World
Summer holiday read for all prior to Year 10:
Aldous Huxley, Brave New World

Senior Curriculum Leadership

systems

culture

embodiment

Systems are not enough. SLT’s job is staff culture,
fostering the pupils’ culture. A key tool in securing
this is personal embodiment.
Each senior curriculum leader needs to embody
and model the fruits of a rich curriculum, in their
own person.

Senior Curriculum Leadership

embodiment
❏ How does each member of the senior leadership team set an example, of
what an educated person does, regularly and enthusiastically?
❏ How does this curiosity & openly expressed enjoyment both support
pupils directly and strengthen staff professional culture?

S/he reads novels and
talks about the pleasure
and provocation they
bring. SLT really knows
the KS3 novels.

S/he enthuses about a rich
musical repertoire that goes
beyond currently
popular/accessible genres.

S/he visits places and
takes an interest in the
processes that make
them unique. S/he
discusses places in
geographical ways,
using the kinds of
vocabulary learned in
geography lessons.

Some key curriculum design principles

• curriculum is knowledge structured as
narrative over time

But what kind of knowledge are
we talking about?

substantive knowledge
disciplinary knowledge

Michael Young
Powerful knowledge
Knowledge can escape the
origins of the powerful
people who produced it.
Knowledge confers power
on others and so brings
about equity. Schools
should combat disadvantage
by giving all pupils equal
entitlement to that
knowledge.

Michael Young
Knowledge produced by academics is special. It isn’t like
‘everyday’ knowledge. It lifts us into abstract concepts and
technical generalisations which give us power to express
ideas and bring about change.
This knowledge is structured and systematized.
It is also provisional and revisable. We must prepare
pupils to take their place in the continuing conversation,
enquiry and debates of the particular discipline. Each
subject refers to a practice outside of school – that of
scientists, historians, musicians, artists – where knowledge
in that field is constantly tested, renewed, judged,
nurtured. This is the disciplinary dimension – the signal to
pupils that the practice is living and constitutes an ongoing
and distinctive pursuit of truth.

Some key curriculum design principles

• curriculum is knowledge structured as
narrative over time
• substantive and disciplinary

Substantive and disciplinary
knowledge

Substantive =
The knowledge that is given
Factual content, conventional
terms, the language and
‘grammar’ of the subject,
warranted accounts of reality

Disciplinary =
How that knowledge gets
changed

How claims are tested, the
conventions of argument, what
creativity looks like, openended challenges, subject
thinking

The disciplinary dimension of history
History’s big ideas or structures that shape typical
historical questions, drive historical analysis and
organise historical accounts/arguments.

•

•
•
•

causation
change v. continuity
similarity/difference
historical significance

History’s methods, conventions, rules and practices and
the nature of her products. How historical claims and
products are represented and used in society.



evidence e.g. utility of primary
sources to a particular question; how to
establish evidence for an enquiry



the construction, origin, audience
& purpose of interpretations

The disciplinary dimension in history:
the types of question that the subject examines
Causation
• Why did the Normans win
the Battle of Hastings?
• Why were the Normans
able to take over so much of
Europe?
• How important were
military tactics in Norman
success?

Change
• How far was 1066 a turning
point for England?
• Did eleventh century
England see more
continuity than change?
• How quickly did the
Normans gain control of
England?

Aspects of
substantive
knowledge
in science

Science National Curriculum Aims
Disciplinary element: see Aim 2:

develop understanding of the nature, processes and
methods of science through different types of
science enquiries that help them to answer scientific
questions

What do scientists do?
What is a discovery?
How have ideas in science changed
over time?

Aspects of
disciplinary
knowledge
in science

What is a fair test?
When have scientists had to review
our knowledge of the world?
How provisional are scientific
conclusions?
How do scientists work in teams?

What counts as evidence in
science?

Some key curriculum design principles

•
•
•
•
•

curriculum is a narrative
substantive and disciplinary
core and hinterland
proximal purposes and ultimate purposes
the curriculum is the progression model

The curriculum is
the progression model.
What does this really mean?

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Year 7
exam

Year 7
content

Year 8
exam

Year 7
content

Year 8
content

Year 9
exam

Year 7
content

Year 8
content

Year 9
content

Some key curriculum design principles

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

curriculum is a narrative
substantive and disciplinary
core and hinterland
proximal purposes and ultimate purposes
the curriculum is the progression model
components before composites
teach to the domain and not to the test

Because of prototypes and schemata,
prior knowledge affects:

1) what pupils can comprehend (in reading or listening)
2) what effect a text, painting or music has on the pupil
as reader, viewer or listener
3) pupils’ capacity to discern or comment on the effect
4) pupils’ capacity to call up an apposite word or
phrase (when writing or speaking)

Implications of schemata for
curriculum intent and impact
Shaping pupil readiness
The workings of schemata mean that pupil readiness for
something new can be deliberately created.
By attending to the cumulative effect of specific
knowledge teachers can shape readiness because that
prior knowledge shapes what pupils then see/notice.
Schools can manipulate curriculum content and structure
– its choices, blends, sequencing and patterns of recall
and revisiting – to ensure readiness for new or more
demanding content and for more complex operations.

Implications of schemata for curriculum intent and impact

How do we know when readiness is
not being deliberately shaped?
• An over-reliance
on a skills-based
progression
model

• eg in GCSE English, treating the
interpretation of poem by Wordsworth as a
skill (eg in feature spotting or extracting
meaning or ‘describing effects on the
reader’) rather than attending, across Key
Stage 3, to the specific poems that might
build up pupils’ readiness to be affected as
a reader or to notice contrasts with other
poetic styles.

Searching for features in Romantic poetry
•
•
•
•
•

finding the transcendent and sublime in the ordinary
emotional and imaginative spontaneity
self-expression and individual feeling
humanity is part of nature
quasi-religious response to nature – capacity for
wonder
• nature’s simple beauty
• metaphors animating nature
• association with radical & revolutionary ideology

Mistaken focus on skills as the
progression model
Using language from the AOs in KS3
to structure tasks and assess:
• Read, understand and respond to
texts. Students should be able to:
– maintain a critical style and
develop an informed personal
response.
– use textual references, including
quotations, to support and
illustrate interpretations.

• Analyse the language, form and
structure used by a writer to
create meanings and effects,
using relevant subject
terminology where appropriate.

Instead:
What knowledge of
specific texts is
actually going to make
the difference,
especially for low
attainers,
disadvantaged and
disaffected?

Wordsworth’s Prelude
….lustily
I dipped my oars into the silent lake,
And, as I rose upon the stroke, my boat
Went heaving through the water like a swan;
When, from behind that craggy steep till then
The horizon's bound, a huge peak, black and
huge,
As if with voluntary power instinct,
Upreared its head. I struck and struck again,
And growing still in stature the grim shape
Towered up between me and the stars, and still,
For so it seemed, with purpose of its own
And measured motion like a living thing,
Strode after me.

Romantic poetry: a helpful category
within the discipline
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

finding the transcendent and
sublime in the ordinary
emotional and imaginative
spontaneity
self-expression and individual
feeling
humanity is part of nature
quasi-religious response to
nature – capacity for wonder
nature’s simple beauty
metaphors animating nature
association with radical &
revolutionary ideology

Blake
Wordsworth
Coleridge
Byron
Shelley
Keats

Earlier forms
of poetry
e.g.
Renaissance
poetry,
Classical
forms

Implications of schemata for curriculum intent and impact

How do we know when readiness is
not being deliberately shaped?
• An over-reliance on a
skills-based
progression model
• A retreat into genres
that are familiar or
deemed engaging
rather than craft a
journey towards the
less familiar.

•

eg in GCSE English, treating the interpretation of
Wordsworth as a skill in feature spotting or extracting
meaning, rather than attending, across Key Stage 3, to the
specific poems that might build up pupils’ readiness to be
affected as a reader or to notice contrasts with other
poetic styles.

•

eg in Year 9 music, arguing that the modern Scottish
composer, James Macmillan is ‘too difficult’ and selecting
popular/familiar genres on grounds that these are more
engaging, rather than using Years 7 & 8 to introduce pupils
systematically to J.S. Bach, Benjamin Britten,
developments in European choral music, Scottish folk
music and other Scottish composers so that Year 9 pupils
are ready to appreciate, enjoy and comment on the
‘soundworld’ of Macmillan.

Implications of schemata for curriculum intent and impact

How do we know when readiness is
not being deliberately shaped?
3. A failure to
• eg in MFL allowing pupils to hit Year
identify and teach
10 still unable to recognize and use
to security the
avoir & etre in simple sentences,
forward projecting
unable to create past tenses using
foundational
these verbs and unable to convert
knowledge
simple sentences into questions.
components

Missing components in MFL
• MFL courses often start with ‘basic’ self identifying
transactional language
– Comment tu t’appelles? Je m’appelle Suzi
– Quel âge as-tu? J’ai onze ans
– Est-ce que tu as des frères ou des soeurs? J’ai un frère

• These are often taught in the early part of a course
– What are the possible immediate or long term issues?
Re-usable building blocks are not being taught

How does this look when we try to
assess progress?
• My curriculum intent is: ‘Pupils can understand
and answer independently a range of common
questions used when introducing themselves
to others’.
• Match the following questions with the correct
answers, then fill in the gaps in the answers.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Quel âge as-tu?
Comment tu t’appelles?
As-tu des frères ou des soeurs?
Est-ce que tu as des animaux à la maison?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Je m’appelle John
J’ai un chien et un cochon d’Inde
J’ai douze ans
Je suis fils unique

How do you know your pupils have
made progress?
• ‘All of my pupils got these questions right. I can therefore say they
have made progress against my intent: ‘understand and answer a
range of common questions used when introducing themselves to
others’’
• ‘I can also infer that they can understand and use a range of verb
forms and different ways of forming questions in French.’
• ‘The feedback I can give as a result will help them to improve.’
FALSE!
Getting these questions right hasn’t told you about progress because
no specific, re-usable building blocks have been taught or learned.
Little usable feedback to pupils (or to the teacher) would result from
this kind of assessment.

Is there a better way to sequence early
content?
• Teach and practise singular forms of verbs ‘be’ and ‘have’ (I am, you are, he is
/ I have, you have, she has)
• Teach a range of common adjectives and nouns which can go with ‘have’ and
‘be’ (dog, cat, tall, short, sister, brother, happy, sad, etc)
• Teach and practise a single way to convert these simple sentences into
questions
(tu as > as-tu?; tu es > es-tu?)
• Teach and practise the negative form
(je suis > je ne suis pas; il est > il n’est pas)
• Practise all of the above to automaticity using same limited vocabulary,
thereby avoiding cognitive overload and enabling change in long term memory
What ‘building blocks’ have been taught now?
How does this approach change the feedback (for pupils and teacher) which is
possible after assessment?

Implications of schemata for curriculum intent and impact

How do we know when readiness is
not being deliberately shaped?
•

eg in preparing for GCSE English, treating the interpretation of Wordsworth
as a skill in feature spotting or extracting meaning, rather than attending,
across Key Stage 3, to the specific poems that might build up pupils’
readiness to be affected as a reader or to notice contrasts with other poetic
styles.

A retreat into genres that
are familiar or deemed
engaging rather than craft a
journey towards the less
familiar.

•

eg in Year 9 music, arguing that the modern Scottish composer, James
Macmillan is ‘too difficult’ and selecting popular/familiar genres on grounds
that these are more engaging, rather than using Years 7 & 8 to introduce
pupils systematically to J.S. Bach, Benjamin Britten, developments in
European choral music, Scottish folk music and other Scottish composers so
that Year 9 pupils are ready to appreciate Macmillan.

A failure to identify and
teach to security the
forward projecting
foundational knowledge
components

•

eg in MFL allowing pupils to hit Year 10 still unable to recognize and use avoir &
etre in simple sentences, to create the past tense using these verbs or to convert
simple sentences into question.

1.

An over-reliance on a skillsbased progression model

2.

3.

From Ofsted HMI and SHMI training:
Our biggest question is WHY have some children gone
through schooling and yet not acquired the necessary
schemata that others, equally capable, do acquire?
Perhaps the component content:
 was not identified and taught
 did not receive necessary emphasis
 was not delivered in a coherent sequence
 was not taught using effective approaches
 was not practised till deeply embedded and readily recalled

What KS3 content in history, RE, music, art and
English would make high quality writing of a
‘description’ possible in English Language GCSE?

Is describing the picture a skill
in which I can improve?

To a small extent, yes. But only to a small extent.

What knowledge, from a general education in
art, literature, history and RE
enables us to make a description
‘convincing and compelling’
(top end English Language AQA GCSE markscheme)?

Because of prototypes and schemata,
prior knowledge affects:

1) what pupils can comprehend (in reading or listening)
2) what effect a text, painting or music has on the pupil
as reader, viewer or listener
3) pupils’ capacity to discern or comment on the effect
4) pupils’ capacity to call up an apposite word or
phrase (when writing or speaking)

Schemata foster rapid noticing.
This is how knowledge serves
skills.
What knowledge
components, securely
learned in Ys 7&8, would
furnish *all* pupils with the
language & curiosity to
notice details, understand
the whole and
discuss/write about them in
Y9 or Y11?
RE

Islam – beliefs, traditions, customs?
HISTORY

Islamic civilisations 600 – 1300?
ART

Specific reference points in Asian art?
Colour theory?
Compositional techniques?

